Hey Kids! This is Shooper Hero Archie. Let me help you find the perfect size.

**PRINTING AND USING SIZE CHART**

1. Print this sizing chart on a sheet of standard paper at 100% scale. You may need to uncheck "Page Scaling" in your print settings.

2. To verify that the chart is accurate, place a quarter in the circle.

3. Sock thickness can affect the fit of certain shoes, so be sure to measure both feet with socks on and off to ensure the best fit.

4. Place heel on the chart where indicated. The line that touches your longest toe indicates shoe size.

5. If the toes are between numbers, that indicates a half size.

6. Many people have feet that are different sizes, so it’s important to measure both feet! If one foot is bigger, fit to the larger foot.

8. If your foot falls outside the dotted line, you may want to order a wide width shoe.